Stevenson Student Council: April 10, 2014

Lila: I started the Stevenson student council relay for life team. I have donated $85 to the team so far. The website to join the team is: relayforlife.org/ucsantacruzca

Mariana: There is a dip-n-dots fundraiser for kappa and gamma fi in the Quarry all weekend.

Lizzie: Lobby Core is planning a call in day outside the dining hall and libraries to call Legislators because they will listen to their voice mails.

Kelly: Do you know what bills they will be lobbying?

Lizzie: I don't know yet but I can email them to you

Jewel: Send in your contact info. for volunteering for Edge of Eden and buy your tickets!

Lila: SB 1017 passed in the senate but there is a good chance i wont be passing in the house.

Lila: This Sunday Porter /Kresge carnival with food and prizes. If you volunteer you get and extra ticket for prizes. At the porter alleyway.

Sam: Culture show for Indian Student org is requesting funding for a student who tragically passed away. Event happening for UCSA April 23 another trip to Sacramento may 1st. Dunk take drowning in debt is still looking for volunteers april 15th and 16th.

The election commissioner are working on outreaching to off campus student for the spring elections. Spring spotlight for prospective UCSC students visiting campus.

College 8 drag ball taking place april 8th in the parking lot. CALPRIG presentation to ban fracking and update their pledge contract for $5 per student per quarter. The needed approval from the university student government because it is too late for them to get on the ballot and have their contract renewed.
Lila: we need to decide as a body if we want them to exist at santa cruz or independently without their representatives.

Sam: There was a presentation for UCSHIP regarding the 58 million dollar deficit that was created last year. There will be further updates on for students coming soon. Music festival happening may 10th the IVC still looking for volunteers (you will receive a free t shirt but not a discounted ticket). Talent auditions for got talent will be happening next week.

Diana: I am going to be reading a statement to you guys. SOCO agreed to pay for the IVC pay because the SUA created a 16,000 deficit in the funding. It is the SUA’s job to pay for the IVC’s funding. We believe that the SUA should fully fund IVC instead of only one third.

Lila: We want to let the SUA know that we can help you out with funding but this is not a permanent thing.

Gandhi: may I propose we wait until we hear the proposal before we have the discussion, because I don’t want to to give you numbers

Rainbow Theatre: Next weekend we a hosting out annual birth of word counselor we are bringing in our annual get performance. African American male poets from the west coast 11pm to 2pm a variety performance for large poetic groups. we are reaching out to Stevenson student council to support our budget. The actual festival is on saturday but this year we are doing a two day conference to provide a workshop for prospective student to engage with our current community. there will also be a banquet for high schooler to interact with high school students. 7 students from north carolina who
encouraged us to make this event a little different and reach out to high school students. The festival is free.

Lila: are you reaching out anywhere else for funding?

Rep: Porter Oakes and other dramatic organizations. It will be held in the Stevenson even center and you are all invited.

Budget: 1,390

David: They are requesting 250. WHat is the event cent cost?

Edmund: 150 but they get it waived if they are co-sponsored by CAT.

Lizzie: I don’t know why they aren’t going to more colleges for funding.

Lila: I think we should fund them and the fact that they aren’t going to other sources.

Kelly: Motion to fund 150

Diana: Second

David: Seeing not objections this motion passes

Budget: $1240

Marianna: We haven’t met yet for the elections commission. There has been an argument in the commission because you cant use certain buzz words. We have identified certain buzz word in such as slates or parties SUA will not acknowledge party slate statement to attempts to. defeats goal of non partisan ballots. Buzz words such as: Slugs united and progressive.

Lila: I’ve come up with a really rough design for t-shirt with a quarter and a cat “in Boo we Trust.” Apparently this year we are doing bro tanks and I’ve been hearing blue for a color.

David: can we do the elections for chair this year before I leave and graduate.
Lila: one thing that you could do we could appoint and intra chair and have them be re

elected in the Fall.

Kelly: motion to approve agenda

Gandhi: second

Jewel: motion to adjourn

Vanessa: Second

David: meeting adjourned 8:38